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projects as a sewer and a highway. Finally, the last chapter considers
the role of environmental restoration following major windstorms in
1934 and 1962. These efforts were so informed by popular notions
of wilderness that by the time the 1970s closed, locals perceived
Stanley Park as largely wild.
Kheraj’s fine book is a valuable addition to the growing literature on urban parks. He deftly situates Stanley Park into the larger
park history of North America, making it part of a widespread movement. At the same time, he also demonstrates the importance of
local forces, both human and non-human, in the shaping of this
particular protected area. Intriguingly, he also links Stanley Park
to the Canadian and U.S. national park movements through its
‘‘wildness.’’ Although he does not explore the issue, he opens a gateway into the parallel histories of other urban parks with large ‘‘wild’’
areas, for instance Griffith Park in Los Angeles, and onto the continuing movement for ‘‘urban’’ national parks and recreation areas.
Hopefully someone will step through. In sum, Inventing Stanley Park
is a smoothly flowing, exhaustively researched, and insightful history
of one of the world’s signature parks. The book and a visit to its
subject are strongly recommended.
California State Polytechnic University

TERENCE YOUNG

Vacationland: Tourism and Environment in the Colorado High Country.
By William Philpott. (Seattle, Wash., University of Washington Press,
2013. xv þ 497 pp. $39.95 cloth)
More than a decade ago, Hal Rothman described tourism as
a ‘‘devil’s bargain’’ that forced communities and regions to grapple
with the social and cultural dilemmas presented by their development as destinations (Devil’s Bargains, 1998). Rothman’s book recapitulated a longstanding scholarly tendency to view tourism as
corrosive, but it also prompted reassessment of the impact of tourism as historians began to acknowledge the ambiguous impacts of
tourism on places. William Philpott’s Vacationland: Tourism and Environment in the Colorado High Country extends our understanding of
these checkered effects—and much more. He rightly dismisses the
possibility and even the utility of pinning down a definition of tourists and what constitutes the ‘‘tourist industry.’’ Indeed, Vacationland
transcends tourism history by blurring the boundaries between vacationers and leisure-minded residents, preferring to view both as
agents of ‘‘recreational consumerism.’’ More importantly, Philpott’s
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book situates their actions within much wider frames, linking
‘‘vacationlands’’ (which resemble John Findlay’s ‘‘magic lands’’)
with suburban landscapes and connecting recreational consumerism with the nascent postwar environmental movement (Magic
Lands, 1993).
Philpott examines the creation of an infrastructure of tourism
in the first three chapters of his book. The packaging of the high
country in the postwar years may have drawn inspiration from much
earlier romanticized depictions, but promotional materials now further distilled landscapes into consumable products. Although one
critique of this argument might be that promoters had always appealed to ‘‘emotional fulfillment,’’ Philpott is correct to discern
a difference in both scope and type. Postwar consumers chose vacations and, increasingly, homes based on their ability to deliver
‘‘adventure, romance, relaxation, renewal, fun’’ (p. 74). Indeed, one
of this book’s signal contributions is to connect vacationlands and
suburban landscapes as similarly constructed places for the pursuit
of ‘‘casual nature’’ (p. 202). Vacationland shows that landscapes
viewed by recreational consumers as ‘‘natural’’ were in fact fabrications. Along with adopting image-making strategies such as accentuating climatic mildness and historical associations with ‘‘mythical
cowboys and prospectors of yore,’’ public and private interests used
ski trails and chair lifts, hatchery-stocked rivers and lakes, and motels
and campgrounds to make the high country irresistible (p. 69). They
also lobbied for improved automotive access to once-remote mountains, leading to the construction of Interstate 70. Yet, Philpott resists
any temptation to present tourism as an inevitable force in the early
postwar era, when many Coloradoans still believed in the promise of
older ways of using the land, such as for extractive industry.
In the final two chapters, Philpott turns to the growing realization that the very landscapes that attracted residents and tourists
could not sustain unplanned meteoric growth. Here Vacationland
claims a spot among the most important new works of environmental history, extending important insights by William Cronon, Adam
Rome, and others. Philpott brilliantly posits that, in changing ‘‘how
people dreamed of the natural environment, profited off it, moved
through it, and molded their lifestyles around it,’’ recreational consumerism also transformed ‘‘how they acted politically about it,’’ facilitating the rise of popular environmentalism (p. 190). The common
thread of allegiance to casual nature—coupled with a fear of what too
much of a good thing might do to the land—molded a gradual progression of shapers of the high country from Aspen visionary Walter
Paepcke in the 1940s to ‘‘wilderness zoning’’ advocate Art Carhart in
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the 1950s to country-folk singer John Denver in the 1970s. In pointing
to how tourism taught Americans to behold the landscape as a series
of sights or backdrops for widely varying activities from fishing to Jeep
expeditions, Philpott extends Jim Weeks’s examination of the impact
of the segmentation of the tourist experience in Gettysburg: Memory,
Market, and an American Shrine (2003) by linking market segmentation
to the difficulties of formulating a cohesive environmentalist movement in Colorado. Therein lies Vacationland’s most important contribution—its demonstration that environmentalism born of
consumerism can also go only so far in actually protecting the
environment.
Cleveland State University

J. MARK SOUTHER

Meet Joe Copper: Masculinity & Race on Montana’s World War II Home
Front. By Matthew L. Basso. (Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago
Press, 2013. xiii þ360 pp. $90.00 cloth, $30.00 paper)
The title of Matthew L. Basso’s Meet Joe Copper uses a local
magazine’s name for Montana miners and smelters during World
War II to invite historians to integrate Joe Copper into our understandings of the war, alongside G.I. Joe and Rosie the Riveter. Meet
Joe Copper is a detailed study of the workingmen of three Montana
copper towns—Anaconda, Black Eagle, and Butte—tracing both
their labors and the contours of race, ethnicity, and masculinity as
they evolved in these towns from the early twentieth century through
the immediate postwar period. Throughout, Basso connects the struggles in Montana with broader national concerns over wartime service
and the evolving gender and racial order.
Basso argues that while white homefront men’s masculinity was
threatened by the elevation of military masculinity to an apogee
during the war and by the service of women in the armed services
and industry, copper men responded by emphasizing that their own
labors fulfilled a ‘‘sacrificial masculinity’’ (p. 6) that was on par with
that of soldiers. In concert with their union, management, and the
federal government, they also worked to contain the threat posed by
the entrance of white women and men of color into what had been
the almost exclusively masculine and white realm of the copper
mine and smelter. By using case studies, Basso is able to demonstrate
how masculinity and labor relations played out in three distinct local
contexts. It is this focus on localism for which the book deserves
perhaps the most attention; Basso demonstrates just how much the
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